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Abstract: This paper, the fifth in the Black Box Series, unravels a composer author arranger
called “DP” and develops theory on a practice that, contra to all national laws in both
common and civil copyright law jurisdictions, sees to the highly efficient, silent, very private
and ongoing monetization of the performing rights in public domain musical and literary
works and arrangements thereof, across the world – in essence a public domain monetization
effort that redistributes licensee performing right fees paid to collecting societies, arising
from works in-copyright via works and authors out-of-copyright, in the public domain to
third parties who have no relationship with the public domain works, the authors or the
exploitation thereof.
The public domain monetization theory argues that those responsible for the licensing of
musical and literary work performing rights, collecting societies, specifically those collecting
societies that are members of the Confédération Internationale des Sociétés d'Auteurs et de
Compositeurs or CISAC as it is known, see to the public domain monetization effort using
“DP” and at least 170 others, none either natural or juristic persons to hold shares and royalty
attribution in public domain musical and literary works and arrangements thereof.
This paper, with the additional purpose of addressing elements of formal theory as regards
governance, details the actors on an on-going 24/7 public domain monetization stage and the
manner in which management of the public domain monetization effort is exercised through
private monopoly control and manipulation of both the authorship and ownership metadata of
copyright works as well as the technologies utilised, outside the purview of members of
CISAC collecting societies, National Governments, national copyright laws, international
conventions and CISAC collecting society member licensees, to implement the public
domain monetization effort.

Keywords: DP; creators; collecting societies; public domain; monetization; CISAC; CISNet; publishers; copyright law; musical works; performing rights.
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Introduction

The purpose of Black Box 5 is to unravel and shed light on current practices as regards the
monetization of the musical works and literary works, hereafter referred to as “works”, in the
public domain including arrangement thereof, as well as to argue elements of theory in
respect of governance at collecting societies who are members of Confédération
Internationale des Sociétés d'Auteurs et de Compositeurs1 or CISAC as it is known.

Two key features of copyright law globally, regardless of the common or civil law
jurisdiction are that:

1. A creator is a natural person. Debate as to the creator being a natural person has been
brought to the fore recently due to debate as to artificial intelligence’s role in creation.
Can a non-human, one who is not a natural person be a creator with respect to
authorial works? The answer to date has been a resounding ‘no’ across numerous
jurisdictions, a recent of which was the decision of the Beijing Internet Court in China
with a ruling in Feilin v Baidu that inter alia confirmed that a pre-requisite with
respect to a copyright protected work was the presence of a natural person in the
creation; and
2. Copyright works and authors have a term or duration of copyright after which
copyright determines. Ginsberg (2003) posited that an author is “or should be” a
human being. A creator who has no relationship with a work’s creation should not be
eligible for copyright (Gervais, 2019). The monopoly accorded to creator “ought not
to last a day longer than is necessary” (Macaulay, 1874).

Unsurprisingly the term ‘public domain’ is not found in copyright laws, which
understandably concern themselves with the applicable laws to works in copyright, not outof-copyright. Turning to English dictionaries2 the thread holds a common view essentially
amounting to when a work is in the public domain it has no restriction, it is owned by all, free
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to be used by any person and without any attribution requirement to mention the original
author(s). There is no moral right requirement concerning the name of a creator, who due to
the effluxion of specified durations of time variously across all legal jurisdictions post their
death, has also passed into the public domain, no longer subject to copyright laws.

Dusollier (2010) in a WIPO commissioned study “Scoping Study on Copyright and Related
Rights and the Public Domain”3 defined the public domain “as encompassing intellectual
elements that are not protected by copyright or whose protection has lapsed, due to the
expiration of the duration for protection”.

An empirical assessment4 by the United Kingdom’s Intellectual Property Office identified
four other definitions of the term public domain in that such applies to works that do not pass
the copyright qualification muster as in folklore, statute ordained work usage as in fair
dealing exceptions, uses that are permitted as in Open Source licenses and work usages that
are tolerated as in translations.

This paper’s domain scope is bounded by creators as in authors, composers and arrangers,
musical works and literary works, publishers5, CISAC collecting societies and their licensees
in respect of musical works and literary works within the framework of national and regional
copyright laws, treaties, and conventions, as well as National Governments.

The public domain reference arises from the legally accepted definition of works out of
copyright, specifically musical and literary works. The public domain at a glance appears to
be clear-cut concept, when the term of copyright or term of protection as is referred, set by
law and based on a defined protection period of time post mortem auctoris, determines, a
work enters into the public domain. Article 7 of the Berne Convention provided a base line
for the term of protection of a work at 50 years after post mortem auctoris however
signatories to the Berne Convention had the term extension door left open to national law
deliberation. With the European Union, the term of protection has been deliberated on a
regional basis, as 70 years. The outcome globally is a patchwork quilt of different terms of
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copyright or put another way of different terms as to when works enter the public domain, as
well the public domain term complication as to whether lex loci protectionis versus the laws
of the country of exploitation apply.

The spark that initiated the research addressed in this article was the finding of “a phenomena
in space and time” (Johannsen 2003) in the form of an interested party, a term used to denote
authorship and ownership in a musical and literary work, a composer author called “DP”
during PhD research during an audit of royalty income from the South African Music Rights
Organization, SAMRO, a CISAC collecting society, for South African gospel songwriter,
performing and recording artist Hlengiwe Mhlaba.

During the audit SAMRO disclosed that “DP” was a composer author interested party
claiming an 83.33% share of the copyright share in each of 24 Hlengiwe Mhlaba
arrangements of works in the public domain as well as 83.33% of any consequent royalty
income attributed to the 24 works. See Table: 01 below from Hlengiwe Mhlaba’s work’s list
provided by SAMRO.

Table: 01

Where a publisher claim existed on Hlengiwe Mhlaba’s arrangement of a public domain
work “, See Table: 02 below, “DP” below was allocated twice Hlengiwe Mhlaba’s 16.67%
share at 33% and the publisher Big Fish Music was allocated 3 times at 50%.
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Table: 02

During the research, SAMRO provided five important admissions regarding “DP”. According
to SAMRO:
1) “DP” arose because of SAMRO’S Distribution Rules;
2) Income arising from shares allocated to “DP” was allocated to “Distribution”;
3) The amount allocated from Hlengiwe Mhlaba’s 23 works over the period under review;
4) A refusal to return the royalties allocated to “DP” to Hlengiwe Mhlaba; and
5) “DP” was not only a composer author but also a collecting society. Implicit in the
admissions was that SAMRO had inserted the “DP” claim in each of 23 of her works.

A sixth admission from SAMRO was that
“DP is not a person; DP is simply an internal system categorization that is allocated to all
public domain works”6.

SAMRO went further and confirmed not only were royalties allocated to “DP” shares but
also what SAMRO did with the royalties saying7

“Where the original works are in the public domain they are assigned the code DP (this is an
unmanipulatable cade used by all CMOs and is assigned by CISAC) which simply means that
the shares that would have been allocated to the works had they been in copyright are
flagged and thereafter that allocation is sent back in to the distribution pool for reallocation
and distribution to those works participating in the distribution that are in copyright”
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This paper, Black Box 5 found from the SAMRO admissions that not only was “DP” not a
natural person but that also there were royalties attributed to “DP”, irregular….to the extent
that zeal emerged in piqued curiosity well bent on completely understanding this “DP”.

As Dusollier (2010) put it “the public domain, once constituted by the rule of the term of
protection, is not immutable or rather that the public domain does not take its definitive form
once for all. To put simply, we do not know now when existing works will fall into the public
domain, we only know that all works will do so eventually”;

Notwithstanding the complexity of knowing exactly when a work enters the commons the
public domain is, pursuant to the globally accepted view that works in the public domain
have unrestricted use and are owned by no party, it follows that users of copyright works, in
particular broadcasters and of late the live music sector, have no expectation of licensing and
paying for the performance, broadcast and/or communication to the public of public domain
works. It follows further and this is consistent with copyright laws globally, that an
arrangement of a work in the public domain, if original, is a new copyright work, free from
any authorship claim by the original out of copyright author or any other third party, not a cocreator of the new work.

This article, taking an constructivist position, unravels on old practice that, contra to all
national laws in both common and civil copyright law jurisdictions, sees to the highly
efficient, silent, very private and ongoing monetization of the performing rights in public
domain works and arrangements of public domain works, across the world and the
subsequent redistribution, using a host of created composer author arrangers who are not
natural persons along with publishers who are not juristic or natural persons and long dead
out of copyright composer author arrangers, and a mechanism called “distribution” of the
allocated income, on the basis of “market share” to third parties who have no relationship
with either the author or the work or the exploitation thereof. Another basis for distribution is
the Interested Party Name Numbers or IPN#s used by “DP” and each of the others; the owner
of the IPN# would receive the income. The IPN#s are issued on behalf of CISAC by one
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party world-wide, by SUISA, who would be the only party who knows the IPN# ownership
of each IPN.

Hereinafter this effort is to monetize the public domain is referred to as the “public domain
monetization effort”.

Those responsible for the licensing of musical and literary work performing rights, collecting
societies, specifically those collecting societies that are members of the CISAC, see to that
public domain monetization effort. This article analyses the actors on the public domain
monetization stage and explains the manner in which management of the public domain
monetization effort is exercised through private monopoly control of the metadata of
copyright works, outside the purview of members of CISAC collecting societies, National
Governments, and licensees. Further delving into the public domain monetization effort’s
causality, old habits and a closed governance system allowing for own rules outside of
national laws, provided clarity on the explanation, purely financial, of the public domain
monetization effort.

Arguably, the most critical challenge facing CISAC collecting society members globally
across the full copyright work spectrum since 2004 has been information management with
such critical challenge arising due to and driven in large part by, the explosion of copyright
work trackable usage information arising from digitization and the internet coupled with the
gargantuan increase in the number of copyright works being created and shared also courtesy
of digitization and the internet.

As early as 1997 CISAC confronted with the need to move beyond the index card as a means
of storing information regarding members, works, licensees and transactions in far flung
locations, set up the Common Information System8 project or CIS project.
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The CIS project objectives inter alia were at the time to address data exchange between
different collecting society databases whilst maintaining the highest certainty level of
proprietorship of works and rights data integrity. To that end a small number of CISAC
members9 pushed apace a pragmatic pursuit to streamline transparent rights administration
and data exchange, making ground breaking strides from an individual collecting society
information management perspective.

All challenges aside, during the period 1997 to 2019, outstanding results arose from the CIS
project – a real functional and effective global repertoire database in the form of CIS-Net10
and its accompanying CISAC Tools11 bouquet and CIS-Net Business Rules12, accessible by
contract only to CISAC collecting society members and certain publishers. Members of
CISAC collecting societies, Governments, regulatory bodies, licensees, the majority of
publishers and the public are and have been denied access.

CIS-Net is “A global interconnected network…provides a global and interconnected network
of documentation tools pertaining to the identification of musical works, audio-visual works,
interested parties and agreements information”13. Since early 2005, CISAC collecting
societies have been able to view and check the works in CIS-Net connected databases. The
CIS-Net technology “has allowed CISAC member societies to perform real-time searches on
works information available through CIS-Net anywhere in the world, at any time of the day”.

The CIS-Net technology is owned by the Paris registered company F.T. “The Digital
Copyright Network”14 which is referred to by CISAC as “FastTrack” and for ease of
reference will also be so referred hereinafter. This article addresses the public domain
monetization effort challenges that the CIS project brought to the fore, how CISAC dealt with
the challenges as well as the liabilities arising from CISAC’S approach that presently face
and have faced the entire collecting society ecosystem for decades. One might posit as one
reads the unfolding drama hereunder that the public domain monetization effort is and has
been, an accident waiting to happen given the implications and array of potential outcomes
that have always accompanied the effort. Laid bare, a scheme is exposed, one that is contra to
all national laws, one that was always destined, once known, to wreak havoc both within and
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without copyright laws globally, one to tip the dance floor rendering a very different future
for its actors.

The landscape where the ongoing drama occurs is global and arises wherever the interested
party metadata concerning the ownership of performing rights in musical and literary works
is found or required for the licensing of such performing rights. Specifically this would mean
the information management systems and architecture of each CISAC member collecting
society in each country. At last count these collecting societies number 239 in 123 countries,
each a monopoly in their country, with few exceptions where an oligopoly operates15.

What would creators and arrangers from a star studded gallery of arrangers of public domain
works say when the financial reality arising from composer/authors who are not natural are
inserted by collecting societies in their arrangement of a public domain work as interested
parties reducing their share, in the work and any income arising from the work, by up to
83.33%?

History says not much…nothing says the literature and not without reason does this status
quo prevail for collecting societies are essentially private financial institutions and their
respective collecting society members are akin to account holders at financial institutions,
none with enough knowledge to rebut the collecting society distribution rules.

What would licensees, in particular broadcasters across the gamut of the world’s
broadcasters, say when the penny drops that for five decades plus, they have funded a
carefully structured and managed system that effectively sees license fees paid for works incopyright actually monetizing the public domain, meaning in a nutshell, the licensees have
been paying an inflated price for a long time?

There would likely be disbelief, incredulity as the financial reality sinks in notwithstanding a
deep sense of betrayal, likely also there will be those too stunned or too ignorant for whom
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the reality will fly past unseen. It’s equally likely though that some licensees will seek
financial restitution.

Academics that have produced scholarship on the public domain (Samuelson, 2006; Litman,
1990; Dusollier, 2005; Ochoa, 2002), its scope (Samuelson, 2006; Rose, 2003; Deazley;
2006); the term of protection (Choisy, 2002) and its value, have made no mention of “DP”
thus likely never having come across “DP” and thus unaware of how far from laws, CISAC’S
“DP” utility had wondered sans issue being taken. The gulf between academia and collecting
society practice is manifest by the paucity of contributions to knowledge on collecting
societies arising from the CISAC and/or its collecting society members versus the sizable
contribution to collecting society knowledge made from academia, outside of the purview
and away from the coal face of CISAC collecting society member operations actuality.

In short order, “DP” became a purposeful case study and but a few steps down the research
trail showed itself to be a member of nine populations, to have a dearth of literature except
for deep excavations into collecting society distribution rules and databases, to have a
purpose and as a problem to investigate well suited to case study methodology.

“DP” as a single case study was an exact fit to Johansson’s (2003) commonality distillation
of the views of the leading case study researchers during the period 1994 to 2001, across the
academic spectrum from those who place importance of the study object (Stake, R 1998) to
those who placed import on the inquiry method (Yin, R 1994) which were that a case study’s
objective, a “case”, “should be a complex functioning unit…be investigated in its natural
context with a multitude of methods….be contemporary”. “DP” offered multiple points of
triangulation from which generalizations could and would be drawn.

Within the case study framework a rigorous approach to data collection and data analysis was
required in order to develop elements of theory as to “DP” and a “powerful and rigorous
theory building methodology” (Boadu, 2015) in the form of grounded theory was the enabler
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for developing clarity on the phenomenon that was “DP”, both qualitatively and
quantitatively, ultimately to induce a theory on “DP” emergent from the data as it was found.

Data was collected from the performing right interested party metadata of 20 public domain
works contained in 15 CISAC member databases and 1 CISAC owned database, 16 databases
in total just under 10 captures per work per database; making for a total of 2 241 purposeful
samples arising from 92% of the world’s recorded music16 and arising in 72% of CISAC
collecting society member income generating databases17. The public domain works were
purposefully sampled from 4 genres being rhymes, anthems, hymns and popular, five works
apiece from each genre.

Initially the article’s intention was to understand the extent and spread, if any of “DP” as an
interested party on the 20 public domain works selected in not just SAMRO’s database but in
15 other databases and pursuant thereof to understand using various generalizations the exact
nature and purpose of the composer “DP”. It was possible that “DP” was an anomaly
germane to SAMRO and gospel music and really did not venture further.

Data collection changed everything.

“DP” was not only an interested party that was not a natural person that had an interested
party role of composer author or arranger; “DP” was also a collecting society in its own right
with its own 3 digit collecting society code “000” who along with another collecting society
“NS” meaning “No Society” with the collecting society code “099” deployed a large number
of similar non-natural person interested parties set up both with an Interested Party Name
Number or IPN# and without, and used on language and collecting society lines, populating
all 16 databases. Just on these 20 works sampled, 170 interested parties, other than “DP”,
who were not natural persons, were evidenced claiming shares and income. For ease of
reference beyond “DP” these interested parties are referred hereunder as “cohorts”.
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Not to be outdone by “DP” and its cohorts was the deployment of the original composers,
which 75% of the sample knew of, as interested parties in 2020, on all 75% of the sample,
notwithstanding having died in the 1700s, 1800s and very early 1900’s and were still
claiming long after their sell by date. In this article the term “cohorts” includes the out-ofcopyright authors and composers

Even though each collecting society whilst subject to CISAC membership rules is accorded a
high degree of autonomy in which “DP” and its cohorts each respectively are made use of,
whether such were 000 DP Society members with IPN#s or whether such were NS members
with no IPN#, all roads of IPN#s and society codes lead to one place in the CISAC
ecosystem, SUISA18, who run the IPI-System and who issue all IPN#s.

Black Box 5 reviews a number of the collecting society distribution rules across the
collecting society sample and found that in one way or another, public domain share royalties
were allocated to “distribution” which simply means to the basis of the previous distribution,
as in the pie chart or market share of the previous distribution which is also referred to as
“market share”. At face value and seen through a distribution lens only, ethics, lawfulness
and morals of using “DP” and its cohorts, non-juristic and non-natural persons, aside, this
sounds reasonable.

On ratchetting up inspection it proved to be anything but reasonable. A single composer,
author and/or arranger will only ever receive their share on an individual level, which can
never equate to a major publisher of 40 000 composers who will, as a single member receive
the income equivalent to 40 000 each composers. In this regard the market share of the
publishers rules…and the income arising sees the top five publisher market share receiving
90% of the public domain monetization effort, after each respective collecting society has
deducted its share. In evidence the arranger of public domain works is aways the loser when
“DP” and its cohorts are inserted as interested parties.
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Before seeing to theory emerge from the data as to “DP” and its cohorts, this paper examined
the role of what are referred to as the silent actors in this drama, the music publishers, whose
interested party shares, and royalties are never affected by a “DP” claim and whose interested
party shares and royalties nestle and snuggle comfortably alongside “DP” and its cohorts. In
particular it is the major publishers five in total, this paper is interested in.

With the research path well-trodden “DP’s” role and purpose as part of the public domain
monetization effort currently deployed by CISAC and its collecting society members finding
such purposeful yet unlawful, a primary contributor to income inequality and exemplar of
real and immediate liability and risk to individual CISAC collecting societies and their
respective members.

Following a frank assessment of the implications of the public domain monetization effort
and the attendant liabilities arising, notwithstanding the prejudice caused to individual
composer, author and arranger collecting society members, licensees, and National
Governments the paper closes with the development of a substantive theory on the public
domain monetization effort and argues elements of formal theory as regards governance.

Problem investigated

The problem investigated was firstly the interested party in musical and literary works, the
composer author or arranger by the name of “DP”; who “DP” was in respect of collecting
society practices and in respect of law, in particular at CISAC and its collecting society
members under national laws; and how “DP” operated and secondly the public domain
monetization effort “DP” was found to be an integral part of

Notwithstanding copyright’s subject matter, duration and scope limitations as well as the
public domain’s critical part post said limitations is no longer confronted (Dusollier, 2010),
CISAC collecting society member utility of “DP” was examined as to what power and/or law
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and/or rule allowed for the artificial insertion of “DP” as a composer author interested party
claimant in musical and literary works, as an author, an owner and a royalty recipient. What
shares and royalty attributions were allocated to “DP” and who the beneficiaries of “DP” use
were, was also investigated. Why “DP” was used, to what purpose as well as any implications
CISAC and its collecting society members might encounter from the use of “DP”.

An inkling of the research problem was found in how CISAC views the public domain,
without addressing “DP” directly, in CISAC’s licensor, FastTrack’s recently issued CIS-Net
beta program called “CIS-Net Rights Holder Access”19 and FAQ a document entitled “CISNet Rights Holder Access: Publisher FAQs” with a query put forwarded to and responded to
as at Table 03 below.

Table: 03

The query presumes that there can be shares allocated to the public domain, which raises,
from a point of law, an arched eyebrow. It’s the responses which speak directly to the
research problem. First is the admission
“some societies may allocate a share to the public domain in accordance with their
distribution rules”
Here the idea that shares may be allocated to the public domain “in accordance with their
distribution rules” and not “in accordance with” national law, raises the question of legality,
for regardless of the national law, the public domain is rights free and accords no rights of
any kind to the works in the public domain.
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Research questions and objectives

With the problem investigated, being “DP” and everything about “DP” and its cohorts, not
just from a South African perspective only but from a global perspective a lacuna in the
literature was identified in that as alluded earlier in this paper there is no literature addressing
the identified, evidenced and verified composer author called “DP” who operates throughout
the worlds’ CISAC collecting society member databases.

“DP”, with sans a footprint, any resonance or even a shadow anywhere in the literature, is for
all intents and purposes a literature ghost who offers the upside of providing the researcher a
wide research question pallet to work from and making for the following research questions:


Who is “DP” and its cohorts?



What are the research implications of nine populations that “DP” and its cohorts are
members of?



How do “DP” and its cohorts come to be and operate at SAMRO and other CISAC
collecting society members?



What are CISAC and its members’ rules and views about the public domain and
specifically “DP”, its scope and purpose?



What is “DP” and its cohorts role in the public domain monetization effort?



What are the implications of the public domain monetization effort and to whom?

The research objectives were as follows:


To apply rigorous methodology to answering the research questions in a
comprehensive and thorough manner;
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To address a lacuna in the literature concerning “DP”, its cohorts and the public
domain monetization effort and to provide analysis, causation, explanation, prediction
and prescription for the public domain monetization effort;



To contribute to the body of knowledge as regards the public domain by developing
elements of theory as regards the public domain monetization effort identified at
CISAC and its collecting society members;

Literature

With the research problem identified and the research questions and objectives clarified, the
inevitable prerequisite proverbial leap into the literature sea was embraced. This initially
involved considering access to several literature terrains which required proper survey in
order to unearth information on “DP” after which the methodology literature would be drilled
to clarify this paper’s methodology logic.

In the first instance, this paper considers, the literature terrain accessible via the internet to
academic libraries, in particular to wide swathe accessible at North West University Library.
In the second instance, the literature terrain accessible using internet searches on the basis of
being a member of the public without a login was searched. This included all CISAC, CISAC
affiliates and CISAC member information available in particular at their respective
distribution rules, websites and databases, which were accessible without a login20. In the
third instance on the literature search for “DP” was accessing private archives, dense physical
and electronic archives of inter alia copyright owner and collecting society audit case
histories conducted, as of 2019, over a 22 year period, with case histories which stretch back
to the 1950s and a global geographic foot print, as well as a significant amount of CISAC
member communications, agendas, minutes, agreements, directives during the period 2002 to
2010.
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In the first two instances above, one single mention of “DP” was found in each instance
respectively. One mention at Wikipedia that provided no information other than ‘DP” had an
Interested Party Index number or IPI# of 00039657154, had the role “C” meaning a
composer, was a special code and a link directed to www.ipisystem.org. The link arrived at a
login page for CISAC members that provided basic information on CISAC’S IPI System.

Buried in the SAMRO Performing Rights Royalty Distribution Rules the second single
sighting of “DP” was made in one short sentence in the section 6 (b) dedicated to affiliated
rights holders “Works which are identified as being out of copyright (100% DP shares) are
normally excluded from participation”. In Section 7 “Affiliated Rights Holders” confirmation
as to what transpires to royalties arising from “DP” shares is provided “Royalty allocations to
Public Domain shares will be written back to distributable revenue”

Other than these two, “DP” the composer author could not be found in the public literature
search for “DP”, notwithstanding the dense literature devoted to the public domain.

In the third instance were private archives, where in an amongst the case files the first real
literature on “DP” was found as in the results of CISAC database searches, using CIS-Net, on
“DP” as well as CISAC and CISAC member communications. Definitive evidence of “DP”,
its creation and operation was found, which was not in the public domain or accessible via an
internet search, without a login.

The first leg of the literature review concluded, this paper considered the methodology
literature to establish, within the context of a single purposeful case study on “DP”, what the
views in the literature were. It was clear at the outset that a mixed method would be required.

It was pursuant to the PhD research deployment of canonical action research, within a single
case study framework and it was during the resultant fieldwork that “DP” came to the fore
itself as a separate problem to be investigated, requiring its own methodology. In this context,
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“DP” was taken as a single case study to discover the “how” and “why” of “DP”. This was
useful, but limited discovery from a methodological point of view. To complete the data
collection, grounded theory was the go to method for organizing and then scouring real life
terrains, referred to in the literature review, to collect all relevant and accessible data.
Without grounded theory there was no proper methodology to flesh out the “what”, “who”
and “how much” from both quantitative and qualitative perspectives.

Research Design and Strategy

The research design was informed directly by the problem being investigated “DP” as this
paper details, to manage the highest standard of rigour and robustness in unpacking “DP” to
the extent that a thorough evisceration of “DP” ensued.
From a strategic point of view, the research design was obliged to lead to and achieve a
proper result and to this end the researcher settled on a 2 phase research design structure that
could answer what were in many respects, tricky research questions….quirky as well for at
least one reason. “DP” on face value belonged to not one, but nine populations as
ontologically detailed in Table: 04 below:-

#

Population

1
2
3
4

Interested party IPN#
Roles - C, A, CA, E, SE, AR and AD
Collecting society codes
Persons, natural and juristic
works - public domain and
arrangements of public domain

5
6

Relevance
to this
study

4.1 million
6
822
2

Yes
yes
yes
yes

90 million

yes

239

yes

239

yes

2

yes

239

yes

CISAC

8

ownership and control by de facto
and de jure monopolies
reproduction and performing rights

9

Collecting society membrship

7

Population size

Table: 04
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Comment

"DP" has an IPN#
"DP" found in all roles
"DP"belongs to the collecing society "DP" code "000"
"DP" is neither a natural nor juristic person
"DP" is only an interested party in certain works in a
field of all works
"DP" is part of and aries from CISAC and is only utsed
by CISA members
"DP" is only used, owned and controlled by entities,
collecting societies that are monopolies.
"DP" is an interested party in both rights.
"DP" is alternatively a member of the DP Society or
listed as "NS"
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Whilst the number of populations added to the complexity of the research process that
number also simplified the coding used for collection and analysis, by the fact that each
population was size finite, finely focused and had its own category of meaning. From an
ontological perspective, adding to the defined populations which “DP” was a part of as well
as the ontological metadata provided for by the nine populations, was the theoretical
saturation achieved through the purposeful sampling of 20 public domain works in 16
databases.

With “DP” being the subject of a single case study approach, an approach well suited to
embed other methods within, the research method challenge to unpack and unravel a
phenomenon such a “DP” “about which little is yet known” (Strauss & Corbin, 1990)21 fell to
grounded theory and its capacity for rigor applicable. Whilst grounded theory is well known
as a qualitative research method, this paper found that due to a carefully delineated search
area and subject matter set within the nine populations that grounded theory had utility as a
quantitative method both for data collection and data analysis.

According to Wiesche et al (2017), in the course of data collection and analysis, no single or
agreed grounded theory way to steer coding exists. There is a multiplicity of ways, one of
which is defined and set by the populations that the phenomenon is a party to as is the case
with “DP” and its cohorts.

Table 05 below sets out both the research design and the research strategy
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Table: 05

The whole of the research landscape was encompassed by a single case study approach which
had as its mission to understand “DP” to the extent that the findings would provide for
triangulation and consequent generalization about “DP”. From a quantitative point of view, it
was necessary to derive saturation from the populations. This was achieved by choosing 20
works from 4 different public domain genres and identifying the 16 databases from which to
check each version of each work’s metadata and interested party claims.
Within the single case study approach with saturation achieved, it was necessary to embed
grounded theory, both in data collection and analysis, each with qualitative and quantitative
terrains and outcomes, in order to develop theory about “DP” and pursuant thereof to
consider the implications.
Strategically the natural coding supplied by the limited number of roles “DP” could play as
an interested party, the limited number of copyrights “DP” could be an interested party in and
the limited number of works that “DP” could be an interested party in all sat comfortably
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with grounded theory and contributed to set the research terrain parameters, as in the work
sample and the data sources.

Methodology

In order to contribute to knowledge in respect of “DP” the opening research methodology
step fell to a purposeful single case study methodology with the basic objective taking an
inductive approach to generalizing as to how and why “DP” existed and operated. As noted at
Table: 05 there were qualitative and quantitative methodology requirements on “DP”,
necessitating due to the Paper’s objective of generating theory on “DP”, a mixed method
approach, inclusive of grounded theory methodology.

According to Yin (2009) all research methods including a case study can be “descriptive,
explorative or explanatory” and that what distinguishes the research path decided on were 3
conditions, the research question form, behavioural event control and contemporary versus
historical event focus. The “how” and “why” questions of a case study approach to “DP”
required, given the paucity of information in the literature on “DP”, the case study to be all of
“descriptive, explorative and explanatory” rather than as Yin put it “descriptive, explorative
or explanatory” if there was to be any generalizations arising.

The research question form was decided by the populations “DP” inhabited and with no
control required over events being researched the case study approach addressed the first two
conditions. On the third condition “DP” could not just to be understood in a contemporary
now focus but also in a historical focus, due to “DP” being an interested party in
arrangements of works in the public domain more than 50 years ago. The deep recesses of
data collection necessitated brief deployment of archival analysis of all available and
accessible archival information concerning “DP”.
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The researcher avoided the accuracy and objectivity pitfalls of qualitative data analysis as
noted by Glaser (2001) by deploying Glaser’s “conceptual nature” of classic grounded
theory, the systematic generation of “sets of integrated conceptual hypotheses”, which
rendered the methodology “abstract of time, place and people” (Glaser, 2004).

Qualitatively, assessing the research problem, whether with case study or grounded theory
methodology, called for interviews, alternatively questionnaires and/or surveys. However
such approach, with “DP” risked by a margin to close for comfort pitfalls of qualitative data
assessment, specifically as “real data” was concerned. Preferring the Glaserian approach to
dealing with the data as it is found, free from prescription (Glaser 2004), the research
approach was instead not to interview but to interrogate, by constant comparison, the meta
data of each work, by version, as it turned 2 241 times and notate and memo every notable
observation. There was a practical aspect to this approach being that there was no one per se
to interview as regards “DP”, beyond the interviewing done during the PhD research.

Quantitatively, choosing to examine the authorship and ownership interested party metadata
of each version of each of 20 works in each of 16 databases, notating the journey for each
result and photographing each sample result, not only firmly addressed the qualitative
challenge of “real data” but also saw to the production of the inductive theory on “DP” this
paper details and allowed for quantitative analysis. This was reinforced by the locations of
“DP” found during literature review, being in the “real” CISAC and its collecting society
member documentation and databases.

According to Glaser “The goal of grounded theory is to generate a conceptual theory that
accounts for a pattern of behavior which is relevant and problematic for those involved. The
goal is not voluminous description, nor clever verification”.
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Data Collection
As alluded above, a purposeful sample of twenty works was chosen equally across four
genres of public domain works, partially on a parochial basis in that 3 works, “Shosholoza”;
“Nkosi Sikelele I’Africa” and “Jan Pierewiet”, which resonate particularly in South Africa,
were chosen because South Africa is the location where this paper was researched from and
written at. The balance 17 works were chosen after internet searches on most listened to
hymns, anthems, rhymes and pop from the public domain. The purposeful sample is at Table
06 below.
#

Work Sample

Genre

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Shosholoza
House of the Rising Sun
Molly Malone
Brahms Lullaby
Happy birthday
Nkosi Sikelel I'Africa
God save the Queen
The Star Spangled Banner
Marcha Real
La Marsellaise
Ring around the Rosie
Humpty Bumpty
London Bridge is burning down
Jan Pierewiet
Frere Jaques
Psalm 23
O come all ye faithful
Amazing Grace
Jubilate deo
Abide with Me

Popular
Popular
Popular
Popular
Popular
Anthem
Anthem
Anthem
Anthem
Anthem
Rhyme
Rhyme
Rhyme
Rhyme
Rhyme
Hymn
Hymn
Hymn
Hymn
Hymn

Table: 06

With the work sample qualified, quantified and identified, the database locations of the
interested party metadata for the work sample were also qualified, quantified and identified.
All sixteen database locations but one, the ISWC22 database or ISWC-NETWORK23, were
CISAC collecting society member databases. Of the sixteen databases, fourteen were
accessible to the public and two, SAMRO and the UK’s Performing Rights Society, PRS,
were only accessible to members. The databases are listed at Table: 07 below.
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#

Collecting
Society

1

SAMRO

2

ASCAP

3
4
5

BUMA
SIAE
UBC

6

GEMA

7

SUISA

8
9

SGAE
BMI

10

SOCAN

11

SACEM

12
13
14
15
16

APRA
ZAIKS
PRS
SABAM
ISWC Net

Collecting Society Full name

Country

Database
Node

Southern African Music Rights Organization
American Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers
De Vereniging Buma et De Stichting Stemra
Societa Italiana degli Autori et Editori
Uniao Brasileira de Compositeurs
Gesellschaftfur musikalische Auffurungs und
mechanische Verveilfaltigungsrechte
Société Suisse des Auteurs - Genossenschaft der
Urheber und Verleger von Musik
Sociedad General de Autores y Editores
Broadcast Music International
Society of Composers, Authors and Music Publishers
of Canada
Societe des auteurs, compositeurset Editeurs de
Musique
Australasian Performing Right Association
Polish Society of Authors and Composers
Performing Rights Society
Societe Belge des Auteurs Compositeurs et Editeurs
International Standard Work Code

South Africa

WID

Collecting
society
code
063

USA

WID

010

Netherlands
Italy
Brazil

BUMA
SIAE
ECAD

023
074
308

Germany

GEMA

035

Switzerland

SUISA

081

Spain
USA

SGAE
WID

072
021

Canada

SOCAN

101

France

SACEM

058

Australia
Poland
UK
Belgium
CISAC

APRA
WID
PRS
SABAM
ISWC

008
097
052
055
n/a

Table: 07

The data collection that followed retrieving the each of the 2 241 samples was the
quantitative, repetitive searching for each work in each database and once found the extensive
searching within the work results, work by work, to examine the ontological metadata being
the composer, author, arranger, adaptor, publisher and sub-publisher claims for names which
clearly were not of a natural person. This meant in certain instances having to search through
more than a 1 000 search results per work per database, such as a search for “Happy
Birthday” at BMI produced 1 834 results, in order to be fully satisfied of a thorough study. It
was during the data collection process on the 20 works only that the existences of other
interested parties came to the fore, “cohorts” as referred earlier herein. As each was located a
snippet was taken as evidence.

Data Analysis

The first analytical step was quantitative and arose from a work by work database by
database consecutive, constant comparison and repetitive retrieving and analysis of the
interested party claims as manifest in the metadata of each version of each work in each
database. This was empirical with two views being taken and mapped, the first a view of each
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of the 20 works in all 16 databases and secondly a view of each of 16 database for all 20
works.

Quantitatively the same grounded theory coding from the populations deployed during data
collection, was utilised during data analysis for the mapping of accurate database landscape
topography of DP in practice in 2019, viewed through work sample and database lenses.

The purpose was fine granular focus, the same purpose applied from a qualitative perspective
to all the data collected during the literature review and to a certain extent, from the databases
as well. Each database revealed more than just interested party metadata and in some cases a
lot more as the findings below elucidate, in terms of structure, extent of information shared
and not shared, functionality and utility.

The single case study framework in which the grounded theory method was embedded was
also analysed for triangulation points with the specific purpose of generalizing about “DP”,
whether deduced, induced or abduced in order to provide clarity on the how and why of
“DP”.

Within the single case study framework the purpose of deploying grounded theory was
thoroughness and rigor, not only in terms in developing substantive theory about “DP” and its
role in the public domain monetization effort but also as a means to understanding the
implications of the public domain monetization effort and to whom such implications applied
to. Practically this paper rests analytically on outcomes of the granular analysis of the
multiple interested party share holder and royalty recipients, in various roles, in 20 public
domain works and arrangements thereof, across 16 database jurisdictions coupled with the
same granular analysis applied to the distribution rules of the 15 CISAC collecting societies
against the national and where applicable regional laws in compliance of which is requisite
for each respective CISAC collecting society.
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At a CISAC webpage dedicated to duration of rights analysis unearths a single mention of
“public domain” nestled in text that provides indelible clarity that CISAC is fully cognizant
with copyright law’s approach to the term of rights24:

“As granted by copyright law, the economic author’s rights do not last forever; the copyright
law itself sets out the term (or duration) of the rights. The international standard for the term
of author’s rights, established by the Berne Convention, is the life of the author plus fifty
years after their death. However, in many countries, such as the United States and in those of
the European Union, the protection is extended for the life of a work's author plus an
additional seventy years. Mexico provides the longest term: the life of the author plus 100
years.
Once the term expires, the author’s rights end and the work enter the public domain where it
can be freely used by anyone”.

Implicit above with the reference to “life of the author plus fifty years after their death” is
that an author is a natural person. A few lines of code over at the same website, CISAC
further acknowledges copyright law primacy as regards interested parties being “a natural
person or legal entity” and expands its views on the public domain as expressed in respect of
the IPI System saying25:

“The purpose of the Interested Party Information (IPI) system is the globally unique
identification of a natural person or legal entity with an interest in an artistic work across all
categories of works, different roles in relation to a work (composer, arranger, publisher, etc.)
and the corresponding rights in a work. This system is an essential component of the data
exchange mechanism linking the CISAC member societies…………. The IPI-System contains
the names of all the owners or holders of rights in both of copyright protected works and
public domain works, as notified to the IPI Centre”.
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The reference to “the owners or holders of rights in ………. public domain works” is red
flagged for being present whilst technically and legally impossible. There is no legal basis in
any national law for there to be any interested party in a public domain work, where all rights
have determined.

According to IPI the IPI System26:
“……directs the international economic flow, between creation users and creation right
holders, through administrative organizations. The IPI system is in fact the back bone
administration tool for all collective, intellectual property protection organizations”

The underlining above is purposeful in particular the last for the unpacking of the composer
author “DP” for it is in the information at IPI where “DP” is first properly detailed – see
Table 08 below27

TABLE: 08
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The salient facts confirmed above is that at CISAC “DP” is an interested party in the IPI
system, has an IP Base number I-001635861-3, an IP name number 00039657154, a
patronym name type , is in the creation class of musical works (MW) with the role of lyrics
(LY) and musical compositions (MC), was created on 19 June 2000 and amended on 25
October 2006, has two pseudonyms, each with its own IP Name Number - DOMAINE
PUBLIC NON IDENTIFIE with the IP Name number 00506142687 that/who was created on
28 August 2006 and PUBLIC DOMAIN UNIDENTIFIED with the IP Name number
00506142981 that/who was created on 28 August 2006.

Of significance “DP”, set-up and operated for CISAC by IPI-System, had CISAC collecting
society membership at the “DP” society, which was not disclosed above at IPI.

The epistemology of an interested party as at Table: 09 above confirms that additional
interested party information typically required, is omitted, the type of information that were
“DP” either a natural person or a juristic person, would be present, i.e. references to “Gender”
and to “Born/Founded” and to “Nat”, being nationality, and “Birth” being birth date, would
be filled in. With the interested party information for “DP” such are blank confirming that
whilst “DP” may look like a natural person or a juristic person, in fact and truth “DP” it is
neither and nothing but a CISAC creation. As this paper affirms the creation had purpose.

Drilling deeper into CISAC’S history, “DP” was found in the CISA Society Code listing of
2010 in another guise, as its own society with its own society code “000”28. All CISAC
members and entities related to CISAC are allocated a 3 digit numeric code. As at 2010 there
were, a total of 323 codes issued, starting from “000”, called a Society Code. Notably “DP”
was not the only CISAC creation of its kind; CISAC also created “NS” meaning “No
Society” and allocated it a code “099”. A search in 2019 reveals a new “CISAC societies
codes listing”29 effective 14 June 2019 with the 3 digit numeric society code running up to
“888” that omits both “000” and “099” codes from the list notwithstanding that the data
collected and analysed shows that both “DP” and “NS” are operative in 2019, “DP” as an
interested party with shares in multiple works as well as a collecting society for authors in the
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public domain; and “NS” as a collecting society for unknown authors, composers and
publishers.

Whilst “DP” on the evidence from the 20 analysed works is the “go to” composer author used
by the collecting societies to hold public domain shares, an 88.44% usage by 16 databases of
“DP” on the 20 works. Across the Spanish, Italian and Portuguese languages one finds
“Dominio Publico” IPN# 00159400477, another creation in the IPI System, neither a natural
or juristic person.

This paper identified and evidenced a total of 171 interested parties, not one a natural person
or a juristic person, as interested parties claiming shares on just the 20 works in the 16
databases, all of which belong to either the “DP” Society or the “NS” Society and for ease of
reference herein are referred to as “DP” and its “cohorts”. The leading collecting society
users of DP and its cohorts are GEMA, SOCAN, ASCAP and PRS/MCPS, all using 20+
apiece with BUMA/STEMRA, ISWC, UBC and SGAE rounding out the top half using 16 or
more apiece– See Table: 10 below30 and 31.
#

Collecting society

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

GEMA
SOCAN
ASCAP
PRS/MCPS
BUMA/STEMRA
ISWC
UBC (ECAD)
SGAE
APRA
SUISA
SABAM
SIAE
BMI
SACEM
SAMRO
ZAIKS

# of interested parties per
collecting society who are not
natural or juristic persons
28
26
23
21
18
18
16
16
14
11
9
8
8
5
4
3

Table: 10
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# of IPNs - # of NS
the "000" Society society
No IPNs
15
23
6
0
13
18
0
14
0
9
9
3
7
4
4
2

13
3
17
21
4
0
16
2
14
2
0
5
1
1
0
1
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To appreciate the extent to which DP and its cohorts are interested parties in the 20 works to
whom royalties are attributed according to the share held, it is necessary to delve into the
epistemology of several CISAC collecting society distribution rules, databases and the ISWC
database in greater detail, just concerning the 20 works.
GEMA was found to be using 15 composer/author/arranger/publisher cohorts with nine IPN
#’s i.e. DP collecting society members and 12 NS collecting society cohorts, for a total of 27
interested parties, neither natural nor juristic persons– See Table: 11 below:

E
CA
C
CA
CA
CA
C
C
CA
CA
CA
C
C
C
A

Copyright Control Shares
DP
Beethoven
Traditional (Writer Unknown)
Traditional / DP
Dominio Publico
DOMAIN PUBLIC, DOMAIN PUBLIC
Unknown PD Writer
Unknown Composer Author
Public Domain
Inconnu compositeur auteur
Edward Elgar (Non Protected shares)
Camille Charles Saint Saens (Non Protected Shares)
Ralph Rainger (Non Protected Shares)
Heinrich Ranke (Non Protected Shares)

00532838739
00039657154
00039657154
00039657154
00039657154
00039657154
00039657154
00039657154
00288936400
00745312945
00053428783
00009182791
00027252009
00025275595
00025399080

CA
CA
C
CA
C
AR
C
C
E
A
CA
CA

Lalela Cape Town Choir
Public Domaine
Traditional/Public Domain
Trad PD
Trad DP
Library Arrangement
Title Arrangement-P.D.
PD Traditional
Unknown Pub
BIBELTEKST
Unbekannt Unbekannt
Traditional (PD)

NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

Table: 11

“DP’s” IPN # is being used by six other interested parties in different roles. All of the above
interested parties are not natural or juristic persons. The four names listed with (non-protected
shares) died in 1934, 1921, 1942 and 1876 respectively and with the exception of Ralph
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Rainger should not, as writers in the public domain either appear as writers or have royalties
attributed to them.

GEMA made use of “DP” as an interested party on 100% of the 20 works and retained 11
writers from the public domain, or 55% of the sample. The publisher interested party
“Copyright Control Shares – IPN# 00532838739” was an interested party on 90% of the
sample. As it turns, GEMA is one of 14 CISAC collecting societies that deploy alternatively
a composer, author, arranger or publisher, with the last name of “Shares”, none of whom are
natural or juristic persons. This is addressed further in the review of BUMA below.

Nowhere at GEMA’s database was any explanation offered or supplied for the interested
parties listed above that GEMA has purposefully inserted as interested parties in a large
number of versions of the 20 public domain works. In contrast to GEMA, SOCAN made use
of IPN# interested parties in 88.5% of the collective of “DP” and its cohorts, indicating a high
level of ‘managed’ distribution, with only 3 of the cohorts being members of the NS Society.
See Table: 12 below:
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Table: 12

Underpinning the public domain monetization effort are CISAC’S Binding Rules for musical
societies32, the Professional Rules for musical societies33 which all CISAC collecting society
members are bound by, the CISAC Tools User Society Contract, the CIS-Net Business Rules
as well as the Reciprocal Contracts34 entered into between CISAC members, all of whom are
completely silent on the public domain, let alone the monetization of public domain works
and arrangements of public domain works.

“DP” and its cohorts are thus constructs, purposefully created to fulfil the guise of an
interested party in musical and literary works complete with roles and IPN numbers to hold
share and royalty attribution in public domain works and arrangements of public domain
works, all the while being neither natural or juristic persons. Each of “DP” and its cohorts are
members of one of two collecting societies, the NS society or the DP (or PD) collecting
society, both of which are creations of CISAC.

It follows then that “DP” and its cohorts come to be and are able to operate at all CISAC
collecting society members, seamlessly the evidence advises, courtesy of the IPI system. That
there is nothing accidental about “DP” and its cohorts who are validated by the admission as
noted above that the IPI System contains “the owners or holders of rights in ………… public
domain works”, never mind that public domain works in law have no “rights” or “owners”.

CISAC and its members’ views and rules are as noted by IPI above, that there are “owners or
holders of rights in …………public domain works” and that there are works with “100%
public domain shares” as noted in SAMRO’s Distribution Rules.
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The admission is one of several indicators of CISAC and its members’ normalization that
public domain work monetization is acceptable likely with the mission to institutionalise the
practice over time.
There has thus been a long running carefully constructed ongoing public domain
monetization effort, of which “DP” and its cohorts are core components, in place globally
that seamlessly extracts royalty income from licensee income paid to collecting societies in
lieu of works in copyright, by imposing an interested party structure to public domain works
and arrangements of public domain works made up of interested parties who are neither
natural or juristic persons.

As to the actual operation of the public domain monetization effort, analysis confirms six key
elements operating in on-going tandem generating and driving to attribute royalties to “DP”
and and/or its cohorts and public domain writers, as follows:

IPI System
Allocates IPN #s to interested parties who are neither natural nor juristic parties, for use by
CISAC collecting society members, as well as seeing to the allocating IPN #s to authors, long
in the public domain. Further it determines the rules as to when “DP” and its cohorts are
inserted as interested parties in public domain works and arrangements of public domain
works, by CISAC collecting society members across the world.

ISWC-Net
The public domain monetization effort door is opened further in three ways:
Firstly, in answer to the question “Does the work have to be protected by copyright before
receiving an ISWC?” the ISWC Agency answers “No. ISWC's are allocated regardless of
copyright status. By allocating works not “protected by copyright” the interested party claims
to those works are graced with a veneer of legitimacy and deemed acceptable to ISWC.
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Secondly by suggesting there are national laws that allow for the “adoption” of authors in the
public domain, that “Agencies may 'adopt' authors from the "public domain", according to
their local laws, and allocate ISWC numbers to their works. This is generally done for
reasons of national interest. For example, the 'traditional' folk repertoire, works in the public
domain whose authors are unknown, can be numbered by an authorized national agency”.
Contrary to the assertion by ISWC, there are no “local laws” anywhere in the world that
allow for an ISWC Agency to 'adopt' authors from the "public domain”. Further the Berne
Convention specifically avers in favour of “equal treatment” not “national interest;

Thirdly by providing logic for why certain versions are used saying in its “Introduction to
ISWC-Net “Due to complexities in the work registration process, in a limited number of
cases, more than one ISWC may have been issued for the same musical work. The ISWC-Net
will display the ISWC that should be used (called the Preferred ISWC). Should another ISWC
exists for the same work, this ISWC is called "Archived ISWC", which is searchable, but is
displayed in the work detail page”.

The number of multiple ISWC’s for the same work is not in a “limited number of cases” but
rather, as the research evidenced, in a large number of cases with each of the 20 works. For
instance, a search in ISW-Net for works beginning with “Happy Birthday” yields 265 results,
of which 240 have different ISWCs allocated, 28 have “DP” and its cohorts as interested
parties and 12 have authors in the public domain as interested parties.

CISAC’s Binding Rules for Musical Societies

Whilst omitting any reference to the “public domain” these rules specifically enable the
public domain monetization effort in three ways.
In the first instance by saying that CISAC members “endeavour to distribute such royalties
as accurately as possible to the Interested Parties in the original version (“Original Work”)
or in the adaptation or arrangement (“Adapted Work”) of such Original Work”;
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Those collecting societies that disclosed the public domain work and arrangement performers
of the different versions repeatedly allocate to the interested parties in the original work,
meaning to the long dead interested parties as detailed in Table: 13 below whose rights no
longer vest in their long dead selves, but in the public domain, in accordance with the
Binding Rules but entirely contrary to law.

In the second instance by saying that “A Member shall use all reasonable endeavours to
identify the version of the Musical Work which has been used (the Adapted Work or Original
Work)…Where a member is uncertain, and there is no clear evidence to identify which
version has been used, it will distribute royalties to the Interested Parties in the Original
Work”;

This binds the collecting society, when it is “uncertain” to distribute royalties not only to
long dead composers but also to “DP” and its cohorts who have been inserted as interested
parties to Original Works.

Lastly by determining an extremely limiting “own definition” as to what constitutes an
“adaptation” versus the primacy of the interested parties in the “Original Work” saying
“Interested Parties in the Adapted Work are entitled to receive a share of royalties only if:
“(i) the adaptation was authorized by the Interested Parties in the Original Work; (ii) it has
been confirmed and there is clear evidence that the Adapted Work has been used; (iii)
royalties will be distributed according to the agreement between the Interested parties in the
Original Work and the Adapted Work.”
Notwithstanding that a collecting society is not an arbiter of law to the extent that it decides
whether an adaption exists or not which is the domain of the courts alone, with arrangements
of public domain works, such binding rule is encumbered by the legal impossibility of
authors in the public domain having any locus standi to make any agreement on works that de
facto and de iure have no rights and are in the public domain.
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Collecting Society Distribution Rules
As CIS-Net put it “For arrangements of traditional and out-of-copyright works, some
societies may allocate a share to the public domain in accordance with their distribution
rules”. In essence and borne out by the research all the collecting societies respective
distribution rules refer in one way or another to “public domain” shares, directly or indirectly
without for the most part making mention of the term. Some collecting society distribution
rules however, namely SAMRO, SOCAN and ARPA go further and direct as to what
transpires with royalties attributed to public domain shares being that such are written back to
“distribution”, an issue addressed later in this paper.

Each collecting society’s distribution rules acts as the interface between the collecting society
and its respective members and it is in these rules in a very oblique and opaque manner that
each collecting society enables the public domain monetization effort. The crafting of the
language has been so effective for decades that no licensee and no creator has, so the
literature advises, noticed or taken issue in any formal forum to the extent that commentary
could be found.

At South Africa’s SAMRO, SAMRO confirmed “Royalty allocations to Public Domain
shares will be written back to distributable revenue”35. For arrangements of public domain
works, not explicitly addressed, the “Manuscript - Works of music” and “Original published
works” rules respectively.

Not disclosed by SAMRO’s distribution rules are that the “Composer” referred to above in
the arrangement rules is “DP” when the work is an arrangement of a work in the public
domain. A review of the SAMRO Performing Rights Royalty Distribution Rules finds direct
discord with South African copyright law. Axiomatic is “DP’s” direct conflict with the
Copyright Act 98 of 1978 as amended at Definitions (author; qualified person), at Chapter 1
Sections 3 (1) (a) (qualified person) and 3 (2) (a) (duration of copyright) as well as at
Sections 21 (1) (a) (ownership of copyright) and 22 (1) (transmissibility of copyright). There
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is no basis in South African law for “DP” to exist, to claim authorship of an arrangement of a
public domain work, to be a royalty recipient or to be artificially inserted as an interested
party in an arrangement of a public domain work

At the United States of America’s ASCAP, analyzing the ASCAP Survey and Distribution
System Rules and Policies36 confirmed no mention of “DP” but 13 reference to “public
domain” the first being the most instructive
“Public Domain Works ASCAP shall grant no performance credits to any member for
performances of compositions occurring after they are in the public domain,
provided, however, that ASCAP may grant performance credits to either a publisher
member or a writer member, or both, for performances of copyrighted arrangements
of public domain works where the recipient of the performance credit holds a valid
existing copyright covering said arrangement”37.”

Notwithstanding that U.S.C title 17 §102 (a)38 ASCAP decides whether, how and too whom
“arrangements of public domain works” shall vest in or not as the case may be. ASCAP
imposes a condition that “the recipient of the performance credit holds a valid existing
copyright covering said arrangement”, a condition that cannot be found in the US Copyright
Act which refers to “arrangement” in the definition of a “derivative work”39

At Canada’s SOCAN defines a work in the public domain to mean “a work in which no part
of the work is protected by the copyright law of Canada” and then adds a second definition as
regards arrangements of works in the public domain saying “a copyright arrangement,
adaptation or orchestration of a work in the Public Domain” shall mean a musical work or
that part of a musical work that is protected to the extent provided under Canadian
Copyright Law”.

Canada’s Copyright Act no makes definition of an “arrangement” or “adaptation” or
“derivative” merely stating that “Subject to this Act, copyright shall subsist in Canada, for the
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term hereinafter mentioned, in every original literary, dramatic, musical and artistic
work…….”40 Meaning that copyright shall subsist in arrangement of a musical and literary
work, if original, regardless of whether an arrangement of public domain work or not.

Whilst the aforementioned two mentions of “public domain” in the SOCAN Distribution
Rules Definitions forms part of 63 mentions of “public domain” in the SOCAN Distribution
Rules, nowhere is any reference to “DP” despite recognizing and prescribing splits for 10
different types of arranged works emanating from arrangements of music and/or lyrics in the
public domain. There are two striking features. Firstly, an arranger is never accorded more
than 25% share in the new work created by her/his arrangement and in circumstances where
publishers are involved no more than 12.5%. Secondly, the insertion of an interested party
called “uncontrolled” who’s interested party share moves between 25% and 75%. There is no
party or single reference to “controlled” or “uncontrolled” in Canada’s Copyright Act yet
devotes an entire section 13 to “General - Controlled and Non-Controlled Shares”

At Australia’s APRA, a search for “DP” brought an empty handed result – no single
reference to “DP” to be found. Moving on to “public domain” yielded 4 results which
succinctly set-out APRA’s approach to the public domain. In a nutshell as APRA puts it
“Where an arrangement of a public domain work is made, shares are allocated…….”41 As in
25% of the arrangement is allocated to the arranger of arrangement when there is a publisher
involved, who is also allocated 25%; and 50%, when there is no publisher involved is
allocated to the arranger of the arrangement, with the balance 50% in both instances being
allocated to a “Non-copyright element” named interested party and according to APRA
“returned 50% to distributable revenue”.

Still under “Where an arrangement of a public domain work is made” APRA lists another 4
instances where with an arrangement, whether published or without a publisher, at least 25%
of the shares in the arrangement are allocated to “Non-copyright element” which is in each
instance “returned 25% to distributable revenue”.
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This APRA Distribution Rules review would be replete were it not to be seen in the context
of Australia’s Copyright Act 1968 (consolidated as of January 1, 2019) views on the term of
copyright and adaptations. Specifically the term of copyright is 70 years after death of the
(last) author in a musical and/or literary work, after which the term of copyright ends. An
arrangement applies to the adaptation of a musical work with a new work arising as a result
of the adaptation. APRA’s Distribution Rules do not conform to Australia’s Copyright Act in
respect of term of copyright as APRA simply uses the interested party “Non-copyright
element” in its Rules to act as a distributor of public domain income via “Trad” and a clearly
unsuspecting licensee sector is paying.

At the United Kingdom’s PRS clear impression given is that public domain works are
excluded from monetization and that performances of public domain works are “Exclusions
by law”. As was found by the researcher, appearances can be deceptive. To understand
deception first was to consider the PRS approach in its Distribution Rules to arrangements
found on page 23 in “Arrangements” a subsection of “Shares”:
“For performances of an arrangement of a copyright musical work, we will not
usually allocate a share to the arranger unless otherwise agreed by all the interested
parties. In the absence of any such agreement, performances of such an arrangement
will be credited to the persons interested in the original copyright work. When we do
allocate a share to an arranger of a copyright work that share will not be more than
16.667% (2/12th) unless the arranger is a member of one of the American societies,
BMI or ASCAP, in which case the arranger share will be 12.5% (1/8th). For
performances of a copyright arrangement of an otherwise non-copyright work we will
credit the arranger as if he/she was the composer of an original composition.”

In summation not one of the 11 other CISAC member distribution rules reviewed, just as with
the four above, was found to be in compliance with their respective national copyright laws
with respect to either a creator being a natural person or with respect to the monetization of
the public domain.
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The Major Publishers
The silent Actors - The “major publishers” as referred herein are the top 5 music publishers42
by market share at any one time in the global market or in the respective CISAC collecting
society market. The major publishers are interested parties, as publishers, in multiple versions
of all 20 works forming the sample that contained “DP” and its cohorts, in 1343 of the 16
databases reviewed and enable and consequently are complicit in the public domain
monetization effort by inaction and silence with clear and present knowledge that the public
domain monetization effort will not pass legal muster.
Ostentatious by its absence in the literature is any complaint by any publisher as to the
interested party share claims in published Works, by “DP” and/or its cohorts. Findings arising
from fine focus inform that, as the interested party share attributed to “DP” and/or its cohorts
never dilutes or reduces the respective publisher interested party shares, such dilution and
reduction in favour of “DP” and/or its cohorts, is always taken from the arranger of the public
domain work or from the original author in the public domain, never ever from the publisher.
CISAC Tools
The CISAC Tools, listed in Annexure A to the CISAC Tools User Society Contract and
without which the public domain monetization effort is rendered dysfunctional are as
follows:o CIS-Net powered by FastTrack: the network of musical societies databases,
licensed by FastTrack to CISAC
o ISWC-Net, the network of ISWC databases, licensed by FastTrack to CISAC ;
o WID, the database of musical works information, administered by ASCAP on
behalf of CISAC. It can be argued that the WID is also a key element in that access
to the WID suffices for the 71 CISAC collecting society members that connect
directly to CIS-Net via the WID;
o IDA, the database of audiovisual works administered by SACD on behalf of
CISAC
o AV-Index, the index of audio-visual cue sheets administered by the PRSforMusic
on behalf CISAC.
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Findings

“DP” and cohorts, 171 strong, were distilled to four interested party categories with the
corresponding average percentages on all 20 works across the sixteen databases:
a. “DP”

89.04%

b. Trad

46.42%

c. Other Cohorts

54.94%

d. Composers out of copyright

50.31%

The composers out of copyright referred are detailed at Table: 13 below

#

Original work title

1
2
3
4
5

Shosholoza
House of the Rising Sun
Molly Malone
Brahms Lullaby
Happy birthday

6

Nkosi Sikelel I'Africa

7
8

God Save the Queen
The Star Spangled Banner

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Marcha Real
La Marseillaise
Ring around the Rosie
Humpty Bumpty
London Bridge is burning down
Jan Pierewiet
Frere Jaques
Psalm 23
O come all ye faithful

18
19
20

Amazing Grace
Jubilate deo
Abide with Me

IPN #

Original Composer Author
attribution as found

Year deceased

# of IPNs
in use

00019809956
00004028731
00034438787
00014114441
00293642543
00452620673
00051053815
00005194900
00028993442
00057330098
00023942985
00026837471

James Yorkston
Johannes Brahms
Patty Hill
Mildred Hill
Enoch Sontonga
Cornelius Jacob Langenhoven
Marthinus Lourens De Villiers
Henry Carey
John Stafford Smith
Francis Scott Key
Bartoleme Perez Casas
Claude Joseph Rouget de Lisle

1890
1897
1946
1916
1905
1932
1977
1743
1836
1843
1956
1836

1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
3
3
1
4

00452620673
00736400657
00262126297
00451580758
00494326336
00022288303
00021693006
00018839754
00021226731
00021693006

Cornelius Jacob Langenhoven
Jean-Phillipe Rameau
Franz Schubert
John Francis Wade
Frederick Oakeley
John Newton
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
Henry Francis Lyte
Will Henry Monk
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

1932
1764
1828
1786
1880
1807
1791
1847
1889
1791

1
1
3
3
2
3
1
1
1
1

Table: 13
The public domain monetization effort has been in place for unknown length of time, at least
five decades that is known and has remained undetected. Why would one search for
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something one does not know about? – One wouldn’t search because one does not know and
the very idea that the public domain is monetized in the manner detailed hereunder would be
contra to national laws and a notion not given much shrift.

Purposefully fragmented yet acute and finely tuned control, administration and management
are applied to the public domain monetization effort using a combination of technology and
confidentiality. The technology the public domain monetization effort is critically reliant on
being the CISAC Tools with CISAC collecting society members sees contractually
committed CISAC ordained confidentiality44 curtailing collecting society communication and
ensuring a closed circuit.

There are invisible two centres of power and principal benefit arising from the public domain
monetization effort, neither of which is CISAC.
In the first instance, there are the thirteen collecting society shareholders of FastTrack, who
collectively own the CISAC Tools. See Table: 14 below.

#

Society

Society Full name

American Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers
2 BUMA STEMRA De Vereniging Buma et De Stichting Stemra
3 SIAE
Societa Italiana degli Autori et Editori
4 UBC
Uniao Brasileira de Compositeurs
Gesellschaftfur musikalische Auffurungs und
5 GEMA
mechanische Verveilfaltigungsrechte
Société Suisse des Auteurs - Genossenschaft der
6 SUISA
Urheber und Verleger von Musik
7 SGAE
Sociedad General de Autores y Editores
8 BMI
Broadcast Music International
9 CMRJV
Canadian Music Rights Joint Venture
Societe des auteurs, compositeurset Editeurs de
10 SACEM
Musique
Performing Rights Society/Mechanical Copyright
11 PRSforMusic
Protection Society
Societe Belge des Auteurs Compositeurs et
12 SABAM
Editeurs
AKM Staatlich genehmigte Gesellschaft der
Autoren, Komponisten und Musikverleger at
13 AKM-AUME
Austro Mechana Gesellschaft zur Wahmehmung
mechanisch-musikalischer Urheberrechte
1

ASCAP

Table: 14
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Country

% shareholding in F.T.
"The Digital Copyright
Netwok"

USA

13.02%

Netherlands
Italy
Brazil

3.39%
9.84%
0.50%

Germany

13.01%

Switzerland

2.26%

Spain
USA
Canada

7.71%
14.43%
3.87%

France

14.40%

UK

13.02%

Belgium

3.00%

Austria

1.55%
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The 13 CISAC collecting society member shareholders, each represented by their chief
executives, also as act as licensors of the CIS-Net’s User Tools to CISAC, on whose relevant
Board and committees they form a majority on, who in turn license on an exclusive basis the
now named CISAC Tools to each CISAC collecting society member, on each of thirteen
Boards respectively they sit. In other words those 13 collecting societies are at any point in
time both licensors and licensees of the same service. In the single market such has direct
concerted practice implications for the eight shareholders of FastTrack who are from eight,
shortly to be 7 due to the UK’S departure, European Union Members.
In the second instance, the major publishers who make up 90% of the income market share of
any collecting society distribution, as well as the rest of the collecting society publisher
members of any size who publish the works of “DP” and its cohorts regardless that no
copyright vests in such works and take a publisher’s royalty income share whilst doing it,
unconcerned as to the lawfulness of such actions due to the various CISAC collecting society
member distribution rules.

There are two implementers of the public domain monetization effort being in the first
instance CISAC through CIS; Precisely CISAC’S Board, the majority of who are
shareholders of more than 50% of the shares of FastTrack, direct CIS and its supervisory
board. In the second instance the 123 CISAC collecting societies connected to CIS-Net, the
CISAC Tools User Society Contract, Annexure A List of CISAC Tools and the CIS-Net
Business Rules along with the Distribution Rules of each collecting society.
There are three definitive directly and financially prejudiced parties by the public domain
monetization effort:



Arrangers of public domain works, from whom all the interested party shares
attributed to “DP” and its cohorts, are taken – these number some of the greatest
writers and artists of all time;



Licensees across the world, particularly those who make use of so-called “blanket
licenses”. For at least 50 years such licensees have in effect been overcharged which
is the net effect of taking monies paid in good faith for works in copyright and using a
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public domain monetization effort to see to it that such monies paid in good faith are
used to fund works and authors out of copyright.


The National Government of each country, not just because every aspect of the public
domain monetization effort is contrary national laws without exception, but
undisclosed as it is, has tax, financial disclosure, abuse of monopoly power and
money laundering implications.

“DP” and its cohorts, numbering 171 strong just on the 20 work sample, are central to the
public domain monetization effort that currently operates unabated. One imagines that
applying “DP” and its cohorts to national anthems, which are most often State property,
would be avoided, for fear of falling foul of a National Government. In this instance there is
no such and never mind that UK, South African, US, French and Spanish national anthems
are being monetized sans any knowledge of the respective National Governments, research
confirmed the public domain monetization effort redistributes via “DP” and it’s cohorts,
royalty income generated by the Chinese, Russian, German and Indian national anthems to
name a few – no cent to or knowledge of, the respective National Governments.

Notwithstanding that the artificial intelligence, AI, debate and rulings regarding the
authorship of authorial copyright works created using AI being the exclusive purview of a
natural person, that “DP” and its cohorts exist and operate does not perturb CISAC, its
collecting society members or the publishers that the deployment of such unnatural constructs
masquerading as interested parties are contra to national laws of the respective CISAC
collecting society members.

The purpose and thus the causality of the public domain monetization effort is purely
financial gain – the public domain monetization effort functions as ways and means to
redistribute copyright work income gleaned via “DP” and its cohorts, to parties who have no
claim in law to the income which income arises from licensees who had no obligation in law
to pay. Further said income is washed to the extent that its division pertains to no work, no
creator and no interested party share, but rather to market share displaying two extremes, the
substantial benefit to a handful and the substantial cost to all creators It is inevitable that this
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approach will lead to unsustainable income equality undermining the very existence of
collecting societies.

The entire workings of the CISAC public domain monetization effort are off book so to speak
in that nowhere in CISAC or its member documentation, agreements, Professional Rules and
Binding Rules for musical societies or databases is any explanation offered as to the public
domain monetization effort workings or rules. Indeed each CISAC collecting society
member’s distribution rules which in differing respects are all prescriptive does provide a
degree of insight into the public domain monetization effort, without explanation.

Whilst all the CISAC collecting society members under review exhibited their own “nature”
in their respective deployment of “DP” and its cohorts, the “nature” of use of “DP” and its
cohorts by the following necessitate comment:

BUMA STEMRA
On the 20 public domain works under review BUMA made use of 18 of “DP” and its cohorts
as interested parties, 14 with IPN#s and 4 NS as at Table: 15 below
Role
CA
CA
Music Adaptor
E
Publisher
Publisher
Music Adaptor
CA
CA
CA
Music Adaptor
Music Adaptor
CA
CA
CA
CA
E
AR

Interested Party Name
BMI Shares
DP
ASCAP Shares
Unknown Publisher
BUMA Shares
MCPS Shares
Unidentified
PRS Shares
Unknown Composer Author
STEMRA Shares
Inconnu compositeur auteur
SOCAN Shares
SAMRO Shares
Trad

IPN#
00039636851
00039657154
00039629062
00288936892
00039642761
00039714664
00000000000
00039738840
00288936400
00039759437
00053438783
00037260987
00039748640
00473321567

Unknown PD Writer
Unknown Writer
Onbekende Uitgever
Arrangement Library

NS
NS
NS
NS

Table: 15
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There are inter alia two observations. Firstly, liberally represented amongst “DP” and its
cohorts, at 57.14% of the interested parties with IPN#s are eight interested parties with the
last name “Shares”45. Two, BUMA Shares and STEMRA Shares are members at BUMA and
STEMRA respectively; the remaining six with the last name “Shares” are members of
CISAC collecting societies elsewhere in the world, being ASCAP, BMI, SOCAN, SAMRO,
MCPS and the PRS.
The BUMA/STEMRA database is the only one of the 16 databases where these eight
interested parties with the last name “Shares” are found. A GEMA member “Copyright
Control Shares” is found as an interested party in and amongst the 20 sampled public domain
works in GEMA’s database only.
The second observation pertains to the music adaptor called “Unidentified” with the IPN# of
“00000000000”. The IPN# was also used for a multitude of different interested parties. In
84% of the 20 sampled public domain works where an interested party with the last name
“Shares” appeared, so did an arranger or music adaptor appear with the IPN# of
“00000000000”. Drilling deeper it was found that the role of “Shares” was always to hold the
interested party shares, and the royalty attribution arising from the interested party share held,
of the interested party(s) with the IPN# of “00000000000” and others.
ISWC-Net
On the 20 public domain works under review ISWC-Net, like BUMA STEMRA made use of
18 of “DP” and its cohorts as interested parties, all with IPN#s as to be expected as at Table:
16 below
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Role
CA
CA
C
CA
C
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
AR
C
CA
C

Interested Party Name
Trad
DP
Domaine Public Non Identifie
Fondo Nacional de las Artes
Popular Tradicional
Suspenso nacional
GEMA Rep Cerrado
SUISA Rep Cerrado
SIAE Rep Cerrado
Paroles Lithurgiques
Inglaterra Rep Cerrado
Impulse Sound System Maximum
Unknown composer author
Edward Elgar (Protected Share)
Sergej V Rachmaninov (Protected Shares)
Camille Charles Saint Saens (Protected Shares)
Public Domain
Alexander Zemlinksy (Von) (Non-Protected Shares)

IPN#
00473321567
00039657154
00506142687
00458995092
00586840899
00090035109
00090024802
00090025015
00090024900
00451591065
00090025113
00618202181
00288936400
00121700822
00086323372
00027252009
00865900903
00033585287

Table: 16

There are inter alia two observations. Well represented amongst the 18 non-natural interested
parties used by the ISWC, just on the 20 public domain sample alone, are 8 interested parties
who all arise from the Spanish language CISAC collecting society member databases that are
ISWC country agencies, as opposed to ISWC Regional Agencies like SGAE. Of note is the
composer author “Fondo Nacional de las Artes” who is an interested party on 10 or 50% of
the public domain work sample, including being a composer on Beyonce’s version of “Happy
Birthday” ISWC# T-037.349.095-9, along with composer “Popular Tradicional” and the
arranger “Jorge Kumok” only in Spanish language CISAC collecting society member
databases that are ISWC country agencies.
The second observation pertains of to ISWC-Net’s use of “Protected Shares” and “NonProtected Shares” for interested parties in an amongst the 20 public domain works, a practice
also deployed by PRS, SGAE, SUISA and GEMA. There is no explanation provided by any
CISAC collecting society member distribution rules or in the ISWC documentation. From the
role of an interested party in a Work being to hold both a share and a royalty attribution, it
can be deduced that the use “Protected Shares” and “Non-Protected Shares” alongside long
dead composers is an internal public domain monetization effort directive between collecting
societies to indicate that any royalties attributed should be directed to a specific party, rather
than to distribution.
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Rather than address and correct the public domain monetization effort, quite possibly
inherited from previous times, the cultures driving the public domain monetization effort
presently have headed off in the “confidentiality” direction as if the ownership of a work is a
“secret” or is privileged information, which collecting societies are obliged to keep so.
CISAC’s Professional Rules define “confidential information” as inter alia “any information
belonging to a Member, Associate, Provisional or Affiliate about a Work, or belonging to
those who own or control such Work”.

It has been said that old power hides in plain sight or put another way by a SAMRO manager
in an off record quip referring to “DP” “DP was there when we arrived so we just carried it
on…we didn’t question”. When the first authors’ rights society first opened in 1829, fifty
eight years before the ratification of the Berne Convention, the patchwork quilt of nascent
copyright laws in Europe had not settled on a common view on the duration of copyright nor
when a work entered into the public domain. As evinced by the 1710 Statute of Anne, where
the duration of copyright was limited to two 14 year periods for a total of 28 years and a
created work could be in the public domain in creator’s lifetime, the durations of copyright
were limited and varied depending on the jurisdiction. With the ratification of the Berne
Convention in 1887 there came a common duration of copyright standard for first ten country
signatories, of 50 years post the death of the creator.

Outside of the collecting societies, the music business in 1887 at the time of the Berne
Convention signing had been dominated by music publishers literally since the 1454 birth of
the Gutenberg Press. The music publishers published and sold the sheet music, manuscripts
and charts for musical works and literary works, whether in copyright or not and when
technology once again made itself felt with the arrival of the 78rpm in 1898, the music
publishers were in prime position to offer the reproduction right to make copies to all 78rpm
manufacturers. The previous competition between the music publishers and the collecting
societies, over essentially as to who would own the rights of authors took a turn in 1926 when
CISAC was formed and a consensus was arrived at.
In a nutshell the outcomes of CISAC’S formation were essentially what occurs in 2019, that
CISAC collecting society members, pursuant to CISAC rules, would publish the performing
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right, inclusive of the broadcast and transmission through diffusion service rights on the basis
of an assignment from authors and do so on a confederation basis with collecting society
members, one per country, each set up on limited by guarantee company basis.
The music publishers would own, and do today, by assignment from authors all reproduction
rights under musical and literary work copyright except the inclusive performing rights and
inter alia have a right to be members of the CISAC collecting societies, with a 50% board
representation at each respective CISAC collecting society member, a default 50% share of
the authors interested party share, or as agreed between them and a right to a royalty income
share equal to that paid to authors as in a default 50% or as agreed between them. The “them”
here refers to the author and the publisher. This being said, the door was left open for creators
to license their reproduction rights via so-called mechanical rights societies in effect having
an option not to assign rights to a publisher.
It is noted that between CISAC and the major publishers there is a concerted effort to
downplay, indeed to hide a cynic would posit, their actual relationship, particularly from
members of collecting societies and regulatory bodies. Nowhere is this more evident and
revealing than in the contents of the recent CISAC Global Collections Report 2019 where
ostentatious by their absence and omission is the paucity of reference to publishers. In the 84
page report, the section “About CISAC” reference to “publishers” is excluded. There are only
4 mentions of “publisher” in 84 pages against 30 mentions of “creator” in the first 10 pages.
To the uninitiated the only clues of the relationship between CISAC and the publishers are
located in two sentences “If the decrees were to be relaxed, both ASCAP and BMI would
have more latitude to negotiate fairer deals for songwriters, composers and publishers with
users of music”46 and “CISAC member societies manage two main types of rights on behalf of
their affiliated authors and publishers”47

Implications
Unknown and undiscovered, the implications of the public domain monetization effort are the
three prejudices described in the findings above, which prejudices have clearly continued
unaddressed for decades and would likely continue until the financial capacities and
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structures would fail, largely propagated by policies which aid and abet income inequality
amongst members. Based on current operation of the public domain monetization effort it can
be predicted that it will continue in its parasitic way and do so until it sees to the insolvency
of the collecting society ecosystem. Reference to parasitic way is because the public domain
effort keeps on taking without affecting any input, it is the impact of a long term self-inflicted
leak – the dam will empty.
Known and discovered, the implications of the public domain monetization effort will arise
directly from the three parties directly prejudiced, without being limited to the three parties
and are in a word, devastating.

Arrangers of public domain works

For the arrangers of public domain works and the estates of arrangers of public domain works
where the arrangements are and have been in copyright, the implications are in the main what
to do about the breach of trust evident in the deployment of “DP” and its cohorts in their
respective works, the deductions, over time, of their income shares attributed and paid to
“DP” and its cohorts and the real liability wrought by each collecting society upon its
membership by the operation of the public domain monetization effort, threatening the
collecting society’s ability to operate.

Licensees of collecting society repertoire

For licensees of collecting societies, in particular the radio, TV and online broadcasters who
make use of collecting society blanket licenses and have done so for decades, the
implications are the breach of trust the existence and operation of a public domain
monetization effort embodies, the decades of overcharging by CISAC collecting societies and
an end of the public domain monetization effort will have the net effect of lowering their
respective licensing costs, notwithstanding addressing the legal and financial liabilities from
the public domain monetization effort inflicted upon them by the collecting societies.
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National Governments

For each country where a CISAC member collecting society operates as a de facto or de iure
monopoly or where CISAC member collecting societies operate as de facto or de iure
oligopolies, the implications are in the main that their national anthem, if in the public
domain, has been monetized, not just in their country, but in every country in the world. The
same would apply to their respective rhymes, hymns and popular works in the public domain.
Whilst having access to and in most instances owning national trademark, patent, design and
geographic index databases recording the various works and owners thereof, the reality that
the respective National Government has no access to copyright work databases which are
private, in particular access via CIS-Net, render National Government financial and legal
oversight and regulation otiose and impossible with significant financial prejudice as an
outcome. Each National Government would have to consider whether the public domain
monetization effort constitutes money laundering under national, regional and international
laws. Unavoidable is the actuality that the public domain monetization effort a) takes income
acquired unlawfully and b) obfuscates and hides the recipients.
CISAC collecting society members
For CISAC collecting society members, who are actively engaged in the public domain
monetization effort, actively targeting arrangers of public domain works and redistributing
their respective shares and income to “DP” and its cohorts, all the while knowing the few
publishers such redistribution will financially benefit, the implications are that the public
domain monetization effort is unlawful and pursuant thereof the collecting society has not
only placed itself in disrepute but must prepare to deal with the consequences thereof, in
particular potential claims arising from breaches of trust and financial liability from both
arrangers of public domain works as well as blanket license licensees. The possibility of
substantial claims arising from licensees would force the consideration of bankruptcy and/or
the loss of ownership and/or control of CISAC and/or the CISAC collecting societies to either
the State or creditors. The certainty of interest and investigation by respective regulatory
authorities would need to be prepared for.
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CISAC and its directors, FastTrack and its thirteen CISAC collecting society member
directors

For CISAC and its directors, for FastTrack and its thirteen CISAC collecting society member
directors in particular for the seven from seven EU countries and for the major publishers the
implications of owning, directing, operating and/or feeding off the public domain
monetization effort, the implications are that they are in effect co-conspirators in an effort,
the public domain monetization effort, that is contra to law, for decades prejudicing
numerous interested parties, licensees and National Governments with only the age old
motivation of private financial gain to offer as justification. These implications are dire with
the a glimmer of an upside in that those large number of CISAC collecting society members
who are by company type companies limited by guarantee, any liability arising to members
of a collecting society is nominal to nothing.

Major Publishers
For the major publishers who have nestled comfortably as interested parties in the works of
creators who they do not publish, who pursuant thereof have shared amongst themselves 90%
of the public domain monetization effort, purposely filtered to obfuscate their identities first
through “DP” and its cohorts, then through “distribution”, the implications are that the public
domain monetization effort is unlawful and pursuant thereof the major publishers have not
only placed themselves in disrepute but must prepare to deal with the consequences thereof,
in particular breaches of trust and attendant financial liabilities. Further that by having
claimed and collected, as interested parties, the publishing rights on “DP” and its constructs,
from which they cannot prove chain of title or accommodate scrutiny, the major publishers
are in effect co-conspirators in an effort, the public domain monetization effort that for
decades that has caused significant and very real financial prejudice to a multitude of arranger
interested party collecting society members in copyright, licensees and National Government,
also with only the same age old motivation of private financial gain to offer as justification.
The downside does not stop there as the major publishers have brought the prospect of
substantial liability to their respective shareholders, in particular Sony, Vivendi and Warner,
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which liability and the practices causing such liability likely would have not previously been
disclosed to them. Black Box 5 posits that fairly immediate inquiry and investigation from a
number of National regulatory authorities across all jurisdictions they operate in will arise
and the prospect of the public domain monetization effort being investigated as money
laundering would need to be accommodated.

Developing theory

In information systems, Gregor (2006) aggregated “questions that that arise about the bodies
of knowledge or theories encompassed in a discipline” into four “inter-related classes” in a
contextual approach which she identified as “domain, structural or ontological,
epistemological and social political”.48

From a domain perspective the phenomena of interest are “DP” and its cohorts with the main
topic point being the public domain monetization effort operated by CISAC and its member
collecting societies. The boundaries are essentially set by all the parties involved in the
performing right interested party metadata of musical works and literary works in CISAC
member collecting society databases which would include creators as in authors, composers
and arrangers, musical works and literary works, publishers, CISAC collecting societies and
their licensees as well as National Governments.

From an ontological perspective the language component and dispositions in this paper’s
approach are derived from national and regional copyright laws, as well as international
treaties and conventions concerning copyright. In this respect the use of interested parties,
neither natural nor juristic persons, and works in the public domain stand in stark ontological
contrast to the trust and governance demanded by legal compliance. The theory, proposed in
words and tables, expresses substantive claims and commentary that speaks to the currently
deployed public domain monetization effort, its legal compliance and the implications
arising.
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From an epistemological perspective within the interpretivist paradigm, a single purposeful
case study on a composer author called “DP” was the methodological starting point for Black
Box 5. Within the case study framework a Glaserian approach to grounded theory
methodology was applied seeking to emerge theory from the data collected and analysed in
the form of the public domain monetization effort. An element of archival analysis was used
to unearth whatever histories regarding “DP” might exist. Developing substantive theory was
aided by the information science theory methodologies as per Gregor (2006).

From a socio-political perspective, the paper’s concluding focus on substantive theory
development is to initiate into the literature the workings and operation of the public domain
monetization effort as found prevailing at CISAC and its collecting society members. A
review of extant literature as regards the public domain and monetization thereof, as regards
“DP” and its cohorts produced no results. The closest theoretical inferences that could be
drawn was the collecting society distribution rules read with the ISWC, IPI-System and CISNet documentation, Professional Rules for Musical Societies, Binding Rules for Music
Societies, CISAC Tools User Society Contract, Annexure A List of CISAC Tools and the
CIS-Net Business Rules, all of which in tandem were a working model of the public domain
monetization effort.

In order to develop elements of theory as regards public domain monetization theory it was
necessary to move beyond the foundational data collected, the factual analysis undertaken,
the findings and the implications beyond Sutton & Straw’s (1995) viewpoint of data not
being theory and address the relevance of generalizations in developing substantive public
domain monetization theory, the relevance being an issue upon which there is non-coherence
in the literature, differing but well supported respective views.

In Black Box 5 the public domain monetization effort is operational when a work out of
copyright, a public domain work, is performed, broadcast, transmitted through a diffusion
service or communicated to the public by any radio, TV, online broadcaster, promoter and the
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like who has paid via blanket licenses to CISAC collecting society members for the right in
respect of works in copyright only for the right to perform, broadcast, transmit through a
diffusion service or communicate to the public same.

Conclusion

Considering the global industry of monetizing performing and reproduction rights stage
through the lenses of both the CISAC collecting society members and the major publishers, a
global EU11.5 billion per year49 industry is in evidence. Theoretically CISAC, its collecting
society members and the major publishers, along with licensees, National Governments and
actual composer arranger publisher members of CISAC collecting societies, CISAC and
FastTrack, seven actors in total are essential to the viable functioning of a valuable global
licensing, collecting and distribution system for all rights under musical and literary work
copyright.

As it turns “DP” and its cohorts, the theory advises, are creations of the IPI-System, neither
natural nor juristic persons, whose purpose is to act in various roles as an interested party
holding shares in public domain and arrangements of public domain works, with the specific
aim to redistribute license income for works in copyright and as royalties attributed works
and authors out of copyright for onward payment via market share to the major publishers.

With thirteen CISAC collecting societies acting via FastTrack as “licensor” of the CISAC
Tools and as CISAC Board members and being the CEO of their respective CISAC collecting
society member acting as “licensees” for the same CISAC Tools, the market control of the
thirteen is total, effectively closing and controlling a market place with inaccessible barriers
to market entry.

The theory is that the use of “DP” and its cohorts manifest’s deep malaise in management and
administration’s interpretation of the laws and the sovereign power of National Governments
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of aforementioned valuable global licensing, collecting and distribution system and as such a
risk and threat to said system’s future.

The theory argues further that the operation, management and administration of “DP” and its
cohorts is global, organized and operational on an ongoing basis without being disturbed by
human capital turnover through generations

It can be concluded from the use of “DP” and its cohorts by CISAC collecting society
members that ongoing disregard for national laws and National Governments is afoot and that
such is driven from deep in the private sector bowels of the major publishers and FastTrack.

Theorizing further the ongoing practice of “DP” and its cohorts sees collecting societies and
publishers who are considered the bastions of copyright practicing copy”wrong” instead of
copy”right” and in doing so jeopardizing the future of a long functioning effective global
licensing system with significant risk and liability.

Arguably though of greatest importance was the issue of private control of the databases and
the ownership and authorship metadata of copyright works along with the exclusion of
National Government access. Whilst the ongoing managed operation that “DP” and its
cohorts represent has flourished under private control, regardless of the wrongfulness of such,
the theory runs that it is unlikely that such could and would continue were there to be
National Government oversight. “DP” and its cohorts have no basis in law in any country and
their existence is an affront to the trust necessary for the collecting society ecosystem to
sustain. Functioning as they do, “DP” and its cohorts contribute and sustain income
inequality and Black Box 5 argues for a cessation in the public domain monetization effort
and a change in the culture of the responsible parties. Seen strictly through the lens of law,
the public domain monetization effort is a looting scheme, long past its sell-by date.
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Black Box 5, in closing does not argue for any destruction of the CISAC collecting society
ecosystem or any part thereof or any change as to how business is conducted. Rather, the long
overdue necessity of taking the CISAC and its collecting society members out of private
control and seeing to the settling of a new oversight landscape that includes National
Government and creator members is argued for on an urgent basis.
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1

See further at https://www.cisac.org/ - the International Confederation of Societies of Authors and
Composers
2
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/public%20domain;
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/public-domain;
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/public-domain; and
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/public-domain.html
3
Prepared by Séverine Dusollier, Professor, University of Namur, Belgium for WIPO.
CDIP/4/3/REV./STUDY/INF/1 Original: English; Date: May 7, 2010. The views and opinions expressed in this
Study are the sole responsibility of the author. The Study is not intended to reflect the views of the Member
States or the WIPO Secretariat (April 30, 2010)
4
“Copyright and the value of the Public Domain – An empirical assessment” – An Independent report
commissioned by the UK’S Intellectual Property Office on research, commissioned the Intellectual Property
Office, carried out by Kris Erickson, Paul Heald, Fabian Homberg, Martin Kretschmer and Dinusha Mendis. 26
January 2015.
5
The publishers referred herein are specifically music publishers as opposed to book publishers
6
Media Statement -“SAMRO CEO Response To Media Reports” -3rd April 2018
7
Email from SAMRO CEO Nothando Migogo on Tue 2017/10/03 at 09:59 AM
8
Defined as “the common information system, the purpose of which is to introduce, develop and maintain: (i)
standards for the efficient distribution of Royalties (“CIS Standards”); and (ii) databases which enable sharing of
information based on the CIS Standards”. CISAC Statutes AG10-1275R9, as adopted by the General Assembly
(Warsaw, 01/06/2018) (AG18-0224)
9

10

Defined as “An on-line information network which is based on CIS and which is designed to support the
operations of CISAC’s Members” in CISAC’S Binding Resolutions for Musical Societies SG13-0790R4 Adopted by
the Board of Directors (Paris, 04/12/2018 - 05/12/2018) (BOD18-0794) and the General Assembly (Tokyo,
30/05/2019) (AG19-0597)
11
See further at http://www.fasttrackdcn.net/our-products/cis-net/ and https://www.cisac.org/What-WeDo/Information-Services/CIS-Net
12
Defined as “The rules contained within document CISNET07-1563R24 as set out on CISAC’s website and as
amended by CISAC from time to time” in CISAC’S Binding Resolutions for Musical Societies SG13-0790R4
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Adopted by the Board of Directors (Paris, 04/12/2018 - 05/12/2018) (BOD18-0794) and the General Assembly
(Tokyo, 30/05/2019) (AG19-0597)
13
CIS-Net Powered by FastTrack at http://www.fasttrackdcn.net/our-products/cis-net/
14
F.T. "THE DIGITAL COPYRIGHT NETWORK", Numéro SIREN: 450792940 and Numéro Gestion: 2005B02911.
Addresse 130 Rue Cardinet, 75017 Paris France.
15
In the USA there are for 4 collecting societies licensing performing right in musical works – ASCAP, BMI,
SESAC and GMR
16
IFPI Music Listening Report – September 2019
17
CISAC Global Collections Report 2019
18
SUISA is the CISAC member for Switzerland holding a monopoly on issuing performing right licenses in
Switzerland, holding a global administrative monopoly on the issuing of the Interested Party Name number or
IPN# and being one of the 13 shareholders in Paris based FT The Digital Copyright Network, which CISAC refers
to as “FastTrack”, which owns the CIS-Net technology and CIS-Net User Tools, called the CISAC Tools in the
Annexure to CISAC Tools User Society Contract.
19
20

There were 16 databases accessed of which two, the PRS and SAMRO, required a member to login and
access. The information in this Article arising from the PRS and SAMRO databases arose from the searches of
two members respectively.
21
Strauss, A. & Corbin, J. (1990). Basics of qualitative research . Grounded Theory procedures and techniques.
London: Sage Publications p 19
22
The ISWC or International Standard Musical Work Code is a unique, permanent and internationally
recognized International Standards Organization or ISO reference number for the identification of musical
works. CISAC secured the global ISWC agency from the International Standards Organization and through a
network of CISAC members acting as ISWC Agencies issue the ISWC on a monopoly basis world-wide. There are
47 ISWC Agencies for 68 countries.
23
“The ISWC-Network is a public portal made available by CISAC to facilitate the identification of works and
their allocated ISWCs in accordance with the ISWC standard. This portal, which is built as an extension to the
CIS-Net network, provides access to essential ISWC metadata (but not information confidential to creators and
member societies)” - https://www.cisac.org/What-We-Do/Information-Services/International-Identifiers
24
Duration of Rights at https://www.cisac.org/CISAC-University/Authors-Rights/Duration-of-Rights
25
CISAC on the IPI at https://www.cisac.org/What-We-Do/Information-Services/IPI
26
The IPI System at https://www.ipisystem.org/
27
Accessed via CIS-Net powered by FastTrack (IPI) on 13 November 2010 at
cisnet.cisac.org/GDDN/IPI/viewDetail.d… (accessible to CISAC members only)
28
At CISAC society codes list-SG10-0858 - 23/06/2010; http://www.bmi.com/international/entry/C2257; CISAC
society codes list circa 1986; AG10-1042 CISAC ANNUAL REPORT 2010-5-21 2009 2010 EN
29
CISAC societies codes listing - SG12-1020 Published on 14/06/2019 by CISAC at
C:/Users/copyright/Downloads/SG12-1020_CISAC_Societies_Codes_2019-06-14_EN.pdf
30
* - No IPN # details shown in these two databases;
31
** - The IPN # for the composer at SABAM called “Unidentified” being “00000000000” was also used by
SABAM for the authors called “Liturgische Tekst” and “Texte-Liturgique” and the arranger called “Band
Military” as well as seven arrangers, all of whom appear to be natural persons. The seven arrangers all with the
IPN # 00000000000 are W Kingsbury (Frere Jaques); Richard Brice (London Bridge is falling down); Iris
Umezono (Happy Birthday); J Erwin, Chris Davis and James Oliver (Brahms Lullaby) and Frank Gilligan (Molly
Malone)
32
33

Defined as “The code of governance, administrative, business, financial and CIS principles which are: (i)
regularly laid down by the Board; and (ii) binding on each Member” in CISAC Statutes AG10-1275R9, as
adopted by the General Assembly (Warsaw, 01/06/2018) (AG18-0224).
34
According to Section 23 Professional Rules for musical societies SG13-0787R3 Adopted by the General
Assembly (Lisbon, 08/06/2017) (AG17-0831) is “When concluding a contract with another Musical Society,
each Member shall be guided (but shall not be bound) by the model terms for Reciprocal Contracts
recommended from time to time by CISAC”
35
SAMRO Performing Rights Royalty Distribution Rules 2018 Section 7 “Affiliated Rights Holders”, Page 8
36
See https://www.ascap.com/-/media/files/pdf/members/payment/drd.pdf
37
Section 2 (6) ASCAP Survey and Distribution System Rules and Policies
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38

“Copyright protection subsists, in accordance with this title, in original works of authorship fixed in any
tangible medium of expression, now known or later developed, from which they can be perceived, reproduced,
or otherwise communicated, either directly or with the aid of a machine or device”
39
U.S.C Title 17 § 101.Definitions - “a work based upon one or more preexisting works, such as a translation,
musical arrangement, dramatization, fictionalization, motion picture version, sound recording, art
reproduction, abridgment, condensation, or any other form in which a work may be recast, transformed, or
adapted. A work consisting of editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications which, as a
whole, represent an original work of authorship, is a “derivative work”.
40
Section 5 (1) Copyright Act (R.S.C. , 1985, c. C-42) (as amended up to June 17, 2019)
41
APRA Distribution Rules – Section 9.2 a) and b)
42
Major publishers – Sony/ATV Music Publishers, Universal Music Publishing Group; Warner Chappell; Kobalt;
BMG
43
Three databases searched did not provide publisher details – APRA, ISWC and ZAIKS
44
45

A separate empirical study, the findings of which are not yet published, on 14 CISAC collecting society
members, each with a member with the last name “Shares” acting as interested parties on 56 works in
copyright in some instances since 1973 and conducted over the ten year period 2010 to 2019, provided for the
additional insight. ,
46
CISAC Global Collections Report 2019 – Page 43
47
CISAC Global Collections Report 2019 – Page 72
48
According to Gregor the last three classes had parallels with “logical structure, epistemological and scientific
thinking” issues identified by Godfrey-Smith (2003) when considering scientific philosophy.
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